Where durability and affordability meet. The CleanMax Nitro upright is jam-packed with long-lasting metal components, all designed to ensure dependable service day after day. Plus, this machine features a 40 foot, 3-wire cord with a pigtail for quick and easy cord replacement. The Nitro’s powerful motor provides one-pass cleaning on carpets and the Quick Draw on-board tools make quick work of baseboards and other above-floor cleaning.

- 10 AMP Motor
- Clean Air System
- HEPA Media Post Filter
- Thermal and Pressure Activated Motor Protection
- Metal Brushroll with Ball Bearings and Replaceable Brushstrips
- Quick Draw Tools with 12’ Cleaning Reach
- Aluminum Telescopic Wand
- 12.5” Nozzle
- 5-Position Height Adjustment
- 40’ Commercial Grade Cord with Pigtail

Model: CMNR-QD
# Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CMNR-QD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Performance
- **Motor**: 10 AMP Motor with Thermal Protection
- **Cleaning System**: Clean Air Design
- **CFM Average**: 107* 
- **Inches of Waterlift**: 121* 
- **Tools**: Telescopic Aluminum Wand, Crevice Tool & Dusting Brush
- **On/Off Switch**: Foot Pedal on Nozzle
- **Cord Length**: 40’, SJT, 3-Wire Commercial Grade with Pigtail
- **Nozzle Width**: 12.5”
- **Edge Cleaning**: Side
- **Height Adjustment**: 5-Position, includes Auto Setting
- **Weight**: 15.6 lbs.
- **Certifications**: ETL Approved, Carpet and Rug Institute Approved - Gold

## Durability
- **Brushroll**: Metal
- **Brushstrips**: 4 Rows Replaceable Brushstrips
- **Warranty**: 1 Year

## Filtration
- **Vacuum Bag**: Micron Standard, HEPA Media Optional
- **Post Filter**: HEPA Media

*Motor only

---

## Clean Air Design

1. Dirt is pulled in and drawn through the vacuum bag.
2. Dirty air is forced through the filter.
3. Only filtered air passes through the fan and motor system and through the HEPA Media filter back into the room.
4. The sealed vacuum traps in dirt and odors.

---

## HEPA Filter
- Provides HEPA media post filtration

## Quick Draw Tools
- Puts the power of the vacuum at your fingertips for above-floor and hard-to-reach area cleaning.